
Suggested Daily Activities 
 

 
Year 6 

 
Date: Friday 5th June 

English 

Reading 
 
Log on to MyON or Epic Reading and read for 20 minutes. If you finish your 
book, you can do a quiz on Accelerated Reader. 
 
Word of the Day 
inept (in-ept) 
Write the word in a sentence. Challenge: Can you think of two suffix endings 
for this word? 
 
Grammar 
 
See the activity Consolidating Word Classes 2 at the bottom of today’s 
lessons. 
 
Activity 
 
Read the text: ‘Local pupil discovers buried treasure’ at the bottom of 
today’s lessons.  Using the active reading skills that we have learnt about in 
class, answer the questions below the text. 
 

Maths 

Arithmetic Practice 
Go to your class blog via one of the following links:  
https://limehallamfields.wordpress.com/ 
https://rowanhallamfields.wordpress.com/ 
 
Look for the link ‘Fluent in Five’ at the top of the page. Download Week 6 and 
answer the five questions for Day 5. You can use the answers to mark your 
own. 
 
Activity 
Head to https://whiterosemaths.com/homelearning/year-6/. and complete 
today’s challenge. 
 

Wider 
Curriculum 

Thrive 
Here are some suggestions that you can do either on your own or 
(preferably) with others: 

 

https://limehallamfields.wordpress.com/
https://rowanhallamfields.wordpress.com/
https://whiterosemaths.com/homelearning/year-6/


 
 

 
 



 
 

Parents/carers these are all suggestions, along with all other links on the school website.  
Please find a balance of work and other activities that works for your child and your 
family. If we can offer help with anything please email school 
enquiries@hallamfields.derbyshire.sch.uk or send us a message through the class 
blogs. 

 
 
 
 

about:blank


 
 
Answers: 
 
Expected 4a. Terence is incorrect because the prepositions ‘with’ or ‘from’ could be used to complete the 
sentence. 5a. for 6a. Various answers, for example: In all honesty, I am counting my calories, yet I am really 
tempted by that chocolate dessert because it looks delicious! The determiners used are ‘my’ and ‘that’; the 
preposition used is ‘by’.  
 
Expected 4b. Tabitha is correct because neither preposition that fits in one gap fits in the other, there are 
various answers, for example: ‘after’ and ‘during’ or ‘throughout’ 5b. in order that 6b. Various answers; for 
example: During summer, I was allowed to wander in and out of the shops on the high street with my friend, 
provided that we promised to stay together at all times. The determiners used are ‘my’ and ‘the’; the 
prepositions used are ‘during’, ‘in’, ‘out’, ‘of’, ‘on’, ‘with’, ‘at’. 
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LOCAL PUPIL DISCOVERS BURIED TREASURE! 
A pupil at Brownings 

Primary School has 

discovered a hoard of gold 

treasure hidden in the school 

field. Amelie Phipps, 10, was 

playing tag at lunchtime with 

her friends when she spotted 

something shining on the 

ground. 

‘It was sort of hidden 

under the leaves,’ she said. ‘I 

bent down to look closer, and 

there was a gold coin there. It 

was extremely dirty. I was 

really surprised.’ 

Amelie alerted the teacher 

on duty, Shahida Bansal, who 

realised at once that the pupil 

had found something rather 

special. ‘I put cones around 

the area and called the 

children off the field,’ Mrs 

Bansal said. ‘Then I rang the 

county archaeology team. 

They sent someone out 

immediately.’ 

By the afternoon, the 

school field had turned into 

an archaeological dig. Before 

long, more gold was 

unearthed. ‘It was a thrilling 

moment,’ Jack Walker, 

County Archaeologist, told 

us. ‘I knew straight away that 

we had something 

extraordinary on our hands.’ 

It transpired that the coin 

Amelie Phipps had found was 

part of a larger hoard. As well 

as the gold coins, a number of 

necklaces and brooches were 

also discovered. ‘It is at least 

1300 years old – maybe 

more. It is  

certainly of significant 

historic 

 
 

  

interest,’ Mr Walker stated. 

‘We are very excited to begin 

studying it.’ 

The archaeologist believes 

that a fox or a badger may 

have disturbed the hoard 

while digging, leading to 

Amelie spotting the coin on 

the ground. ‘Even so, if it 

hadn’t been for Amelie’s 

keen eyes, we might never 

have found this wonderful 

hoard,’ Mr Walker said. 

‘Very soon, the falling leaves 

would have just buried it 

again.’  

The school field will be 

out of bounds for the children 

for the next few weeks, while 

a team of archaeologists 

search the ground carefully 

for any further treasure. In the 

meantime, a neighbouring 

farmer has offered the school 

children the use of one of his 

fields for playtime. ‘I don’t 

mind the kids playing on it 

for a few weeks,’ Mr Andy 

Kew said. ‘It’s not fair for 

them to have to spend 

playtimes in their classrooms.   

I’m happy to help.’ The 

headteacher of Brownings 

Primary School, Mrs Karen 

Coleman, said the teachers and 

children were very grateful for 

the farmer’s kind offer. 

The find will go out for 

valuation next month, but Mr 

Walker says it is likely to be 

worth, ‘In the tens of 

thousands of pounds.’ 

According to the Treasure Act 

1996, any reward for finding 

the treasure should be shared 

equally between the finder and 

the owner of the land. In this 

case, the money will be split 

between Miss Amelie Phipps 

and her school. 

I’m not sure what I will do 

with the money yet,’ Miss 

Phipps explained. ‘I will 

probably save a lot of it for 

when I’m older. But I’m 

definitely going to buy a metal 

detector straight away – so that 

I can go out and hunt for more 

treasure!’ 

   



Comprehension questions 

Name:  ...............................................................  Date: ..................................................................  
 

1. Look at the paragraph which begins: ‘By the afternoon, the school field …’ 

 
Find and copy a word which means discovered. 
 
 ....................................................................................................................................................  

 
2. Aside from the gold coins, what else was in the hoard? Name two different items. 

 
1.  ........................................................................................................................................  

2.  ........................................................................................................................................  

 
3. What season was it when Amelie found the first coin? Explain how you know.  

 
 ....................................................................................................................................................  

 ....................................................................................................................................................  
 

4. Jack Walker is an archaeologist. Tick the definition that you think best describes this word: 

 

 Someone who studies rocks and earth. 

 
Someone who studies human history by examining ancient sites and 
objects. 

 
Someone who works with schools to make sure they are safe for 
children. 

 Someone who shoots with a bow and arrow. 

 
5. ‘It transpired that the coin Amelie Phipps had found was part of a larger hoard.’ 

 
Which of the following is closest in meaning to transpired? 
 

 Told  Tricked  Transformed  Turned out 
 



6. How does Jack Walker think that the first gold coin got dug up? 

 
....................................................................................................................................................  
 

7. Why are the school children not allowed on the field for the next few weeks? 

 
....................................................................................................................................................  

 
8. Using information from the text, tick one box in each row to show whether each statement is true 

or false. 

 

 True False 

The hoard included coins and jewellery.   

Mrs Bansal rang the police when she realised 
there was treasure on the school field. 

  

Amelie will receive all the reward money for the 
treasure find. 

  

The children will be able to play in the farmer’s 
field until the archaeologists have finished their 
work in the school field. 

  

 
9. Why will the reward money be split between Amelie and her school? 

 
....................................................................................................................................................  

 
10. What is Amelie going to do with her reward money? Name one thing. 

 

 ....................................................................................................................................................  
 

 


